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JOIN THE MILLIONS WHO HAVE DISCOVERED THE LIGHTFear not for your war-stricken,

poverty-ridden planet: help is on the way. The Illuminati's path for humanity - our Universal Design -

has spanned centuries to safeguard the human species from extinction. For the first time in history,

the Illuminati has broken its silence with Illuminatiam: a testament of this planet's future, wisdom

previously available only to elite members, and your life's guide to all that is ahead.Learn of the

power that gives authority to kings and queens but lives hidden inside every human. Join the

thousands of people from all walks of life who've committed themselves to the betterment of the

human species as a whole - Christians, Muslims, Atheists, Hindus, Buddhists, and believers of all

kinds. Illuminatiam introduces time-tested mental processes that many attribute to increasing

wealth, overcoming hardships, and finding happiness. In this book, you will read:Revelations about

the Illuminati's role in history,Decades-old secrets of power and prosperity,How to join the Illuminati

in the coming age,Your true purpose in this world.Humanity's age of War is finally nearing its end. A

new dawn awaits to usher in a society where all people in all places can live in Abundance. Fear not

for the bursting sounds that echo across your red horizons. We are always watching out for

you.Chapters:The Age Of IlluminatiamThe White RoomMethods Of Mind ControlHow You Are

WatchedThe Need For HardshipsThe Secret Of PowerThe Future Of This PlanetThe God

ConundrumHow To Join The IlluminatiA Beacon For The LightFinding PurposeIncludes answers to

common questions:How can I join the Illuminati?How do I contact the Illuminati?Does the Illuminati

worship Satan or God?Must I sacrifice a human or animal to join?Is there an Illuminati membership

fee?What are the Illuminati's membership levels?How can I show loyalty to the Illuminati?
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Let me start this by saying that I'm not the typical audience for this kind of book. I'm really not into

spiritual things or secret societies or whatever other tag you want to pin into this... I read this book

so I could make fun of it but now that I've finished it I think the joke is on me.To understand why I'm

giving Illuminatiam 5 stars you have to know my full story so bear with me. Randomly last year (after

a few glasses of wine, full disclosure) I googled for "official Illuminati website" to see what would pop

up. Not surprisingly there are 100s of websites claiming to be the Illuminati but unlike all the others

that looked like bygone Geocities junk, when I clicked the one at the top I was surprised to discover

a cleanly designed page claiming to represent the "real" Illuminati. Weird. So I dug deeper. The

more I dug the further I fell into this Illuminatiam rabbit hole that you're about to discover.You can

look it up for yourself so I'll skip the details but remember that was last year. I really didn't know

what to think of it but it was weirdly authoritative. I couldn't stop digging. I think part of me kept

checking their websites and social media (yes Illuminati is on Twitter, who knew) in the hopes that

they'd say something glaringly obvious that'd point them out as a bunch of online trolls and prove

my skepticism correct.After a while of inactivity, Illuminatiam posted a TV commercial on Youtube. It

got hundreds of thousands of views and hundreds of comments in a week. ONE WEEK. In the

video, they mention something called Illuminatiam without explaining what it is. So, randomly, again,

I searched Google and I found this book last week.This is where it gets weird.

The book was well written but not credible. It states that the Illuminati have been guiding people

throughout human history. Evidence? None and the group wasnâ€™t even formed until 1776 by

Adam Weishaupt in Bavaria. They try to defend a viewpoint that they are above criticism and

deserve the ability to blackmail world leaders by disclosing personal information. So what is the

requirement to be one of of these self appointed guardians? Their website states that the best

candidates are those who have accumulated $1 million or more, land holdings etc. Now considering



that the rich are known to: give less money to charity than the poor and that corporate executives

have the same personality traits as sociopaths we see that this is just a group of mega-rich

individuals who know nothing about ethics and world governance but get their kicks feeding their

egos by enforcing their whims over companies and governments that affect billions of people.

Examples of their actions would be: World Bank demanding that people impoverish themselves by

privatizing water, so much to the extent that people aren't even allowed to collect rain water, black

ops and false flag ops by the American CIA the start wars by planting fake terrorists, and the

passage of aspartame and Roundup-ready pesticide as safe by the FDA when these are rejected in

Europe. What is the light? It isn't specifically stated but within occult circles the light refers to the

Luciferian god of the Yazidi, a religion that encourages possession by demons and promotes pagan

magical blood ritual practices (see the movie Eyes Wide Shut). We see this promoted all over the

music industry with music videos promoting magical rituals or referring to multiple personality

induction (known as MK Ultra, also see the movie the Manchurian Candidate).
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